
   

       

  One Thousand Welcomes Gift Basket 
 

£203.97 £183.57
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
A premium selection of tea and coffee, combined with a delicious
variety of baked goods and an abundance of snacks, both savoury and
sweet- the perfect way to say 'Welcome'.

  Details
 
Our New Welcome Event Gifts include an abundance of snacks to be shared around the office, at an event or enjoyed by individuals working
from home. Each basket also contains an East of India item, making the gift a little bit more personal. Tea and Coffee are essential for any work
event which is why we’ve included a triple helping of them in this basket. In addition to a Classic Breakfast Tea, we’ve included Earl Grey tea-
perfect for helping us relax and focus on the task at hand. For those who want a quick and easy caffeine fix, we’ve included city-roasted coffee
bags. These coffee bags work in exactly the same way as Tea Bags- stick them in a mug, add boiling water, leave to brew and you’re good to go!
Of course, we’ve included a gorgeous selection of baked goods (suitable for dunking) such as Caramel Fingers, honeycomb slices, and Irish Oat
Cookies. On top of this, the one thousand welcomes Gift Basket includes an abundance of snacks, both sweet and savoury, perfect for sharing
around the office or at an event. For those savoury lovers, we’ve stuck in some chilli and oregano flavoured olives, a packet of crispy seaweed
thins and salt and vinegar crisps. On the other hand, those with a sweet tooth will love the amount of jelly sweets in this basket, and the office
will be fighting over who gets the sparkling lemonades. Fear not, we haven’t forgotten the chocolate lovers. This Welcome Gift contains
chocolate-covered popcorn, chocolate-covered chickpeas AND chocolate-covered mango. That’s just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to the
chocolate treats in this basket. To add a bit of character and personalisation, we included a pocket-size notebook, perfect for taking notes in a
meeting, or when conspiring over a coffee break with a colleague. This basket is completed with the inclusion of an East of India Lighthouse
Frame, printed with an encouraging message- a perfect addition to any desk or workspace. This Welcome Gift is designed to be enjoyed by all
tastes and is sure to keep the recipient motivated and entertained throughout the day, whether it be at an event, working from home, or back
in the office.  

Additional Information
 
Contents 10 Barista Roast Coffee Bags by SD Bell 80 Traditional TeaBags by SD Bell 20 Earl Grey Teabags by Nemi

Original Irish Oat Cookies by Kilbeggan, 200g Traditional Irish Butter Shortbread by Grahams, 135g Caramel
Fingers by Holmes Bakery, 200g Honeycomb Slices by Holmes Bakery, 200g Dark Chocolate Waffles by
Tregoes Bakery, 260g Double Chocolate Marshmallows by Mallow and Marsh 100g Chocolate Coconut
Bites by Ape 30g Sambirano Gold Dark Chocolate by Willie's Cacao, 80g Hazelnut Chocolate Butter Cups by
Love Raw 34g Dark Chocolate Roasted Chickpeas by Brave,30g Dark Chocolate Popcorn Bites by Joe and
Sephs 63g Chilli and Oregano Olives by Oloves 30g Habanero Chilli Roasted Corn Snack by Love Corn 45g
Vegan Love Bears by Jealous Sweets 40g Crispy Seaweed Thins by Itsu 5g Irish Sea Salt and Vinegar Crisps
by Shindigs, 40g Vanilla Corn Wafers by Mamma Loretti's, 15g Salted Caramel Peanut Butter Cups by
LoveRaw, 34g Vegan Jelly Sweets by Jealous Sweets, 40g Milk Chocolate Pretzels by Indie Bay, 31g Milk
Chocolate Mango & Coconut Fruit Balls by Forest Feast, 100g 2 x Vegan Traditional Butter Fudge by
Melting Pot Dark Chocolate Chef Drops by Willie's Cacao 150g 2 x Sparkling Lemonades by Luscombe Swiss
Milk Chocolate Truffles by Lindt 200g Fruit Jellies by Pandora Bell 150g Cookie Mug Mix by BakedIn 165g 'A
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little progress' pocket-size notepad by East of India 'Dream the Impossible' Lighthouse Frame by East of
India AWAKE Candle by Silent Night Awake Oil by Seascape  
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